
Executive Summary
State-of-the-art virtual reality now lets users see and explore every direction in a 
photo or video, up, down, right  & left. With six degrees of freedom or 6DOF – you 
can now move in the three dimensional space. The body is free to change position 
as forward/backward (surge), up/down (heave), left/right (sway), translation in three 
perpendicular axes, combined with changes in orientation through rotation about 
three perpendicular axes, often termed yaw (normal axis), pitch (transverse axis), 
and roll (longitudinal axis), you can now also look behind people and objects, but 
also forwards and backwards – the VR experience becomes truly immersive.

The creation of this virtual world depends on advanced tools and techniques to 
achieve the high quality expected by end users. This white paper explains how 
the ArtofCorner studio, with the support of Arforia*, has applied its expertise in 
photogrammetry and VR creation to produce a Laval Virtual 2018 award winning 
6DOF virtual reality application.

From photo capture and 3D model creation using Capturing Reality software, to the 
development of an interactive application using Unity and distribution of the app 
to users via SteamVR*, ArtofCorner has built an end-to-end workflow that gives 
exceptional and enchanting VR results.

The power of the system based on an Intel 18-core processor (Intel® Core i9   
X series ) made it possible to accomplish the entire project within one week.

The Basics of Making an Immersive VR Experience

At the core of the whole project is photogrammetry. Essentially the science 
of making measurements from photographs, photogrammetry enables the 
transposition of static photos and images into a 3D virtual reality in which users can 
see objects from different angles with their natural depth, texture, and lighting.

Creating a powerful and immersive VR experience means optimising several crucial 
parameters at the same time:

• The level of photo quality – Should you choose FHD? 4K? RAW? 8K? HDR? 10b?

• The number of photos to be taken – 1,000? 3,000? 10,000? 20,000? More?

• The choice of the software applications to be used in the VR workflow.

• The performance of the hardware for running the applications.

• The amount of time you can afford to spend on creating the VR experience.

Trade-offs between certain parameters may be necessary. In short, depending on 
the time you have and the performance of your computer (desktop, notebook or 
workstation),  you may decide to increase or decrease the parameters mentioned 
above. For example, deciding to shoot 20,000 photos at 4K resolution will  
increase the overall quality and more time and effort will be required to both   
shoot and compute.
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ArtofCorner’s choices were determined by the studio’s 
overall objective of creating a highly attractive VR experience 
with a suitably high level of visual quality within a compact 
creation timeframe. Given this criteria , the input to the VR 
application creation process was fixed at 3,000 photos at 
FHD quality. An Intel® Core i9 X series hardware platform 
was chosen to run Adobe* Lightroom, DxO Photolab*, 
RealityCapture*, and Unity* software applications.

The power of the system based on an Intel 18-core processor 
made it possible to accomplish the entire project within one 
week. Processing of the 3,000 photos was also extremely 
fast, taking just a few hours. 

Step Inside an Extraordinary Virtual World 
The VR application created by ArtofCorner recreates the 
studio of the artist Antoine Bourdelle. His studio, Musée 
Bourdelle, is one of the 14 City of Paris museums managed 
by Paris Musées*, and has been reconstructed as it was 
over a century ago. This allows users of the app to explore 
Bourdelle’s workshop in ways that would be impossible in the 
real world.

As Frédéric Purgal, CEO of ArtofCorner, says, ‘When you put 
on the VR headset, you dive into the world of Bourdelle’. 
The experience starts one winter evening in 1885, as the 
artist arrives in an almost empty workshop in the heart of 
Paris, with a head full of dreams and projects. Accompanied 
by the sounds of the artist at work, sculpting, creating, with 
background voices and music, users see the workshop come 
to life and fill with the sublime works of art preserved in the 
real world studio today.

The Creative Process 
For Frédéric Purgal, the starting point for a great VR 
experience is clear: “Identify a place of interest to the 
public and with its own value as a place of creation with 
artwork, paintings or sculptures for example. A place 
that has a story to tell.” The starting point is to bring 
together a multidisciplinary technical team with skills in 
different fields, including writing, photo capture, computer 
graphics, development (game design, gameplay) and 
sound engineering. There are then seven main steps to be 
accomplished for a VR application like ‘Bourdelle’.

2 . Enhance photo quality 
After selection of the right photos, the team uses software 
like Lightroom or DxO Photolab* to enhance the images. 
Working with raw image files offers the best possibilities 
of image quality, although this also requires increased 
processing power. A system based on Intel® Core i9 X series 
processor can accelerate the process considerably.
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1 . Photo capture

Everything must be photographed with meticulous attention 
paid to light setting, shadows, and exposure. The work is 
done over one or two full days in a room in which nothing can 
be moved. Completely systematic photo capture is essential 
to ensure coverage of the entire volume of the room. 
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6 . Optimise the 3D model

Also known as the decimation or mesh processing phase, the 
team works here on the size and weight of the cleaned 3D 
model to ensure smooth integration and handling in Unity.

7 . Create interactions and import objects
Working to the pre-defined scenario, the team uses Unity to 
create the interactions, designing the sound and importing 
objects as necessary.

The Bourdelle Virtual Reality Result
The photogrammetry and the multiple interactions including 
virtual manipulation of objects created an ultra-realistic 
VR environment. The pilot version of the Bourdelle project 
received the 2018 Award for the Best Interactive VR 
Content at the annual ‘Laval Virtual’ event, one of the most 
prestigious events in Europe for the world of virtual reality 
and augmented reality.

The Bourdelle application is now available for popular virtual 
reality headsets HTC Vive* and Oculus Rift*. A version is 
under construction for Samsung Gear VR*.

Future versions of the Bourdelle application are planned 
with videogrammetry and 3D sound. As Frédéric Purgal says, 
"Photogrammetry and videogrammetry, this is the future of 
interactive VR".

Making the Most of the Market Opportunity 
The VR website Entertainment report has stated that 
“Estimates on the potential of the VR market have been 
highly ambitious, with varying projections of 50%-100% 
annual growth rates, resulting in a market that ranges in 
size from $19 billion to $35 billion”. A booming market can 
benefit many players. To be successful however, enterprises 
will need marketing vision and cutting-edge technology, 
while maintaining a focus on profitability.

To ensure the best ROI for its Bourdelle VR app,  
ArtofCorner* made calculated decisions about photo  
capture and quality, the choice of software applications  
such as Adobe Lightroom, DxO Photolab, RealityCapture, 
Unity, and Unreal Engine, and the use of Intel® Core i9 X 
series processors.

The results have been excellent all round. After receiving 
the 2018 Laval Virtual Award, ArtofCorner also received 
the Mediakwest Award during the 360 FILM Festival for the 
"Bourdelle" application.

Find Out More About the Future of VR with 
Videogrammetry
Videogrammetry is to photogrammetry as videos are to 
photos and needs even higher levels of processing power 
than photogrammetry. Find out more about the future of 
virtual reality with videogrammetry here. 

Download the Free Bourdelle VR Application
Download the Bourdelle app now for Oculus Rift and for HTC 
Vive here.

3 . Create the raw 3D model 
ArtofCorner uses the RealityCapture application from 
Capturing Reality for creating the raw 3D model. The 
application offers numerous settings and capabilities, and 
above all gives ArtofCorner* the results it wants.

 “Create stunning & authentic Virtual Reality scenes 
like never before. RealityCapture software, paired 
with Intel® Core™ i9, gets you to a new level of 
photogrammetry: mind-blowing speed, accuracy   
& mesh quality.”  

Martina Siva, Business Relations Manager,   
Capturing Reality

4 . Refine the 3D model
Working from the raw 3D model from the previous step, 
ArtofCorner graphic designers refine the images. Textures 
and volumes are manually corrected when needed.

5 . Add game design
The graphic designers then transfer the refined 3D model 
of the room to the Unity application (using Unreal Engine* is 
another option) for game design with scripting.

https://entertainment.report/view-resource.aspx?id=761
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nd6vrSL7i1s
https://www.viveport.com/apps/06c66615-3cdd-4bc5-851e-1e6ff1807ca5


Legal Disclaimers  
Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system 
configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at https://www .intel .com/content/www/us/en/products/
processors/core .html
 
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are 
measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other 
information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For 
more complete information visit www .intel .com/benchmarks

Benchmark results were obtained prior to implementation of recent software patches and firmware updates intended to address exploits referred to as "Spectre" and "Meltdown". 
Implementation of these updates may make these results inapplicable to your device or system.

Altering clock frequency or voltage may damage or reduce the useful life of the processor and other system components, and may reduce system stability and performance. Product 
warranties may not apply if the processor is operated beyond its specifications. Check with the manufacturers of system and components for additional details.

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel- based product, in the specified circumstances and configurations, may affect future costs and provide 
cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction.

Intel does not control or audit third-party benchmark data or the websites referenced in this document. You should visit the referenced website and confirm whether referenced   
data are accurate. 

Tests document performance of components on a particular test, in specific systems. Differences in hardware, software, or configuration will affect actual performance.  
Consult other sources of information to evaluate performance as you consider your purchase. For more complete information about performance and benchmark results,   
visit www .intel .com/benchmarks
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